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I GUEST EDITORIAL 

This issue marks the return of The Northern En
gineer to the School of Engineering. The first issue of 
TNE appeared in the Fall of 1968 as a quarterly publica
tion of the old College of Mathematics, Physical Scien
ces, and Engineering at the University of Alaska. As a 
very new assistant professor, I had the privilege of 
publishing the longest article in that issue. The article 
was entitled Electrostatic Precipitation of Ice Fog, and 
was co-authored by Dr. John Murray of the Physics 
Department. The first issue was eight pages in length, 
so writing the longest article was by no means an ar
duous task.. 

In those days, the engineering program was tiny; my 
first electronics class had only four students! Optimism 
was the order of the day, and a very upbeat editorial by 
Dean Behlke started with the words, "A boundless giant
-the North--has begun to stir." The editorial credited 
two young Engineers, Mark Fryer and Staples Brown, 
with conceiving and bringing forth the first issue. Both 
are now practicing engineering in the private sector in 
Alaska with considerable success. Their "baby" has 
grown, if not to adulthood, then at least to adolescence. 

Five years later, the Geophysical Institute assumed 
responsibility for publishing TNE, partly in response to 
budget and personnel cuts imposed during a period of 
low enrollments and decreasing federal research funding 
and partly, I fear, to a sense of disillusionment and im
patience on the part of some engineering colleagues that 
"things weren't happening fast enough.". The survival of 
this publication is directly attributable to the role of 
benevolent caretaker played by Ms. Gina Brown, and 
later Ms. Carla Helfferich of the Geophysical Institute. 
My heartfelt thanks to both. It would be remiss of me 
not to mention that the cover of the first issue produced 
under the new arrangement was a cartoon of an out
house, with the accompanying caption, "There must be 
better Way." (!) 

The last decade has seen things fmally begin to hap
pen "fast enough" in engineering. The School of En
gineering is robust and boasts an enrollment of more 

than 500 students. Engineering research has grown 
from a modest effort entailing a few thousand dollars of 
funded research in 1980 to a several million dollar 
enterprise today. In the words of one of the individuals 
named earlier in this editorial, engineering fmally has "a 
real institute". 

Nearly two decades have passed since the ap
pearance of our first attempt at a publication to docu
ment advances in arctic engineering. Alaska has grown 
from an obscure, economically unimportant place to a 
significant economic force among the fifty states. Two 
national engineering societies now publish professional 
journals dealing with arctic research. My colleagues at 
other universities no longer stare in polite disbelief 
when I tell them I'm from the University of Alaska. (At 
least most of them don't!) Arctic engineering is more 
than a curious phrase in 1987. It is a reality. 

If there is a point to this editorial other than mere 
reminiscence, it is to stress the importance of patience, 
vision, and continuity as engineering research in the 
north, and TNE, continue to grow. Despite some set
backs, TNE is still alive, and in good health--certainly it 
is in considerably better shape than it was twenty years 
ago. We at the University of Alaska are justly proud of 
it, and I am sure that my successor will do everything 
possible to make TNE what it must ultimately become: 
The premier publication for presenting engineering re
search results of relevance to northern regions. 

Tom Roberts, PhD., P.E. 

Director Emeritus, Institute of Northern Engineering 
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PREDICTED SNOW LOADS IN ALASKA 
by Lynn D. Leslie 

This article is a condensed version of the extensive snow load analysis conducted at the Alaska Climate Center. The full 
report, Snow Loads in Alaska. Alaska Climate Center Technical Note No. 4 is available from the Arctic Environmental and 
Infonnation and Data Center (AEIDC), 707 A Street, Anchorage, AK 99501. 

Snow loading can cause severe damage or roof col
lapse and, therefore, is often a principal concern govern
ing structural design criteria. Snow accumulation in 
Alaska is highly variable due to topographic and 
geographic differences throughout the state. This 
variability has produced a need for accurate estimates of 
the weight of snow loads (lb/tr or psf) on roofs and 
structures designed and constructed by local architects, 
contractors, and design engineers. A study was con
ducted at the University of Alaska's AEIDC to evaluate 
the extreme value ground snowloads for various return 
intervals at 315 sites in Alaska (Leslie, et al. 1987). Two 
principal data sources were used: (1) the Soil Conserva
tion Service (SCS) Snow Survey Data, which consist of 
monthly or bimonthly measurements of snow depth and 
water equivalent inches at stations critical to regional 
water resources, usually at high elevations; and (2) the 
National Weather Service's (NWS) Cooperating Climate 
Stations, which measure the greatest snow depth on the 
ground each month. The maximum snow depth 
measurements at NWS climate stations are made within 
a day of fresh snowfall. They are usually a combination 
of the snowpack from previous storms and the freshly 
fallen snow. A subset of the NWS data set consists of 
the ftrst order weather stations in Alaska, which record 
both depth and water equivalent inches. Analysis is 
made of the maximum snow depths or densities to occur 
during each winter season, from September through 
May. This is the seasonal maximum value. 

SNOW CHARACTERISTICS 

The snowpack in a given winter accumulates layer by 
layer with each new precipitation or wind event. Initial
ly, the thickness, structure, and density of a layer are 
determined by meteorological conditions at the time of 
deposition, but throughout the winter each of these 
layers is subjected to constant change. These changes 
occur primarily in response to stress, structure, and 

temperature which, in turn, are controlled to a large ex
tent by local weather. 

Of all snow's highly variable physical properties, den
sity is most important to the calculation of design snow 
loads. The density of new snow, as expressed in terms 
of specific gravity, commonly ranges from 0.05 to 0.12. 
These values reflect the fact that new snow contains a 
lot of air. The snow at the low end of this range is only 
5% water. Such fluffy, powder snow usually falls during 
coo~ calm weather and delights skiers. Denser snow is 
generally influenced by warm temperatures, rain, or 
wind at the time of deposition. Low initial density 
values are more typical of continental climates and high 
values of maritime climates although, within a season, 
any location can have storms that deposit snow within or 
on either side of this range. The density of snowfall in 
Alaska varies greatly, in part because arctic, continental, 
transitional, and maritime climatic regimes all exist 
within the state. 

Wind, sun, rain and warm temperatures are some of 
the external factors that affect the density of the snow 
cover. wind not only can have a very significant effect 
on initial snow densities, but also can transport available 
surface snow and redeposit it into a tightly knit, fme
grained layer. Typical wind slab ranges in density from 
0.25 to 0.45. The primary effect of rain on a snowpack 
is that it adds weight. Snow is capable of absorbing 
great amounts of water; a snowpack subjected to heavy 
rain can have densities of around 0.50 to 0.55. Free 
water percolates into the pack and pools when it 
reaches a dense layer. After refreezing, the resultant ice 
lenses can have densities between approximately 0.45 
and 0.70. Snow melted by solar radiation or warm 
temperatures also becomes denser. 

For many snow studies, including collection of 
ground snow load data, the vertical mean density of the 
snowpack is of greater interest than the density of in
dividual snow layers. A common snow sampling method 

LYNN LESLIE is a climatologist with the Alaska Climate Center of the Alaska Environmental Infonnation and Data Center 
in Anchorage. She received her M.S. in Meteorology and Oceanography from the University ofMiami in 1982. Ms. Leslie has 
been with AEIDC since that time. 
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is to use a graduated tube with a cutter attached to ob
tain a core sample through the entire pack. The water 
equivalent of the snow can be calculated by weighing the 
core sample and tube together and then subtracting the 
weight of the empty tube. Snow density can be deter
mined by dividing the water equivalent by the depth of 
the snowpack. 

SNOW DENSITY CALCULATIONS 

Historically, there has been little consistency in cor
relating snow densities with depths in regional studies. 
Regional snow densities reflect the nature of the snow 
cover from region to region and from year to year. In 
the colder regions of the state, like the Arctic, eastern 
and western interior, and Norton and Kotzebue sounds, 
once a snow cover becomes established, it generally 
remains on the ground until spring. The snow density is 
more consistent from season to season. In the 
Aleutians, on the gulf coast, in Southeast and in South
west, there were years when the snow cover formed and 
melted several times per season and cold years when 
heavy snows contributed to a thick snowpack that persist
ed from fall to spring melt. These regions exhibit a 
higher variability in snow density. In most regions den
sity generally increases with elevation. Southeast is an 
exception. Snow at low elevations in southeast tends to 
occur with temperatures near freezing, so it is often 
dense and mixed with rain. At higher elevations the air 
is drier and therefore the snow is less dense. 

Despite known physical variability between regional 
snowpack characteristics, numerous efforts to regional
ize density conversion factors met with failure. A single 
conversion density factor for the entire state was 
generated of the form 

Here, Pgso is predicted ground snow load for the 50
year mean return interval (MRI). 

EXTREME VALUE STATISTICAL METHOD 

The design (or extreme) value has a probability of oc
curring within a given interval of years. The function 
used in the statistical analysis is the lognormal distribu
tion. 

F(x) = cl> (In x- >..]/ ( t ) (1) 

where 

x is the extreme value snow depth or water equivalent; 
F(x) is the probability of an extreme value being greater 
than x. >.. and t are distribution parameters given by 

>.. = E[ln x] and t2 = Var [In x] (2.a, 2.b) 

(Ellingwood and Redfield 1984) 


and 

c1> is the standard normal probability integral 
(Johnson and Kotz 1970). 

The design ground snow load has a return period (R) 
or mean recurrence interval (MRI) which is proportion
al to the inverse of its probability. 

R = 1/ 1- F (x) (3) 

RESULTS 

Figure 1 presents the areal distribution of ground 
snow loads. This map serves as a spatial representation 
of Alaskan ground snow loads indicating the effects of 
mountain ranges, and interior and coastal zones. It 
should be used as a conceptual guide to the statewide 
picture. 

Water equivalent (Weq in inches) is transformed to 
calculated predicted snow loads (SL) by the unit conver
sion factor 5.2. Snow depths (D in inches) are trans
formed to predicted ground snow loads (Pg) using the 
statewide density conversion factor. 

Weq (inches) x 5.2 = SL (pst) (4) 

Pgso(pst) = 0.44 (D[inches]1.31) (5) 

Design ground snow loads for selected Alaskan sites 
and mean return intervals are shown in Table 1. The 
complete 315 Alaskan sites and their predicted values 
are available in Leslie, et al. 1987, which also provides 
station latitude, longitude, elevation, years of record, and 
basic statistics. Station location maps are also included 
and identify each of the Soil Conservation Service and 
National Weather Service stations which had ten or 
more years of snow data. 
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Table 1. Design ground snow loads in pounds per square foot. 

Mean Return Interval (MRI) 
10 yr 25 yr 50 yr 100 yr 

ALEUTIAN REGION: 

Adak 17 24 29 36 
Cold Bay 13 17 20 21 
Shemya AFB 12 18 22 27 

ARCTIC REGION: 

Anaktuvuk Pass 34 41 47 53 
Barrow 21 27 33 38 
Barter Island 32 44 53 63 
Wainwright II 13 14 15 

COOK INLET REGION: 

Alyeska (lower) 92 125 152 181 
Mt. Alyeska (upper) 298 330 353 374 
Anchorage 31 41 49 57 
Homer WSO 28 37 44 52 
Sterling 35 44 51 58 

EASTERN INTERIOR REGION: 

College 43 54 63 72 
Fairbanks 47 60 70 81 
Fort Greely 34 44 52 60 
Nenana Airport 44 60 73 87 
Tok 24 29 33 37 
Upper Chena 71 88 102 115 

GULF COAST REGION: 

Cordova 96 138 174 215 
Kodiak WSO 18 29 41 54 
Seward 31 41 50 60 
Valdez 123 151 173 195 
Whittier 184 240 285 333 
Yakutat 102 138 167 199 

KOTZEBUE SOUND REGION: 

Kotzebue 40 51 59 68 

MATANUSKA-SUSITNA REGION: 

Glenallen 40 54 65 78 
Lake Louise 29 33 36 39 
Skwentna 87 108 124 140 
Talkeetna 97 126 149 173 
Willow Airstrip 56 67 75 83 
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Table 1, continued. 

Mean Return Interval (MRI) 
10 yr 2~ yr ~0 yr 100 yr 

NORTON SOUND REGION: 

Gambell 75 141 210 303 
Nome WSO 45 62 76 92 
Unalakleet 29 41 51 63 

SOUTHEAST REGION: 

Annette Island 21 34 46 61 
Baranof 163 212 251 293 
Fish Creek 86 94 99 104 
Haines 49 68 83 101 
Juneau 40 56 68 83 
Wrangell 31 47 61 78 

SOUTHWEST REGION: 

Bethel 29 41 50 61 
Cape Romanzof 55 85 113 145 
Dillingham 68 92 Ill 132 
King Salmon 12 15 18 22 
St. Paul Island 22 32 41 51 

WESTERN INTERIOR REGION: 

Farewell CAA 46 66 83 103 
Farewell Lake 23 35 40 45 
Galena 41 49 55 61 
McGrath 48 57 63 70 
Tanana 61 78 91 105 
Wien Lake 32 37 41 44 

REFERENCES 

Ellingwood, B., and R.K Redfield. 1984. Probability Leslie, L.D., J.L. Wise, and J.A. Fredston. 1987. Snow 
models for annual extreme water equivalent ground loads in Alaska. Alaska Climate Center Technical 
snow. Monthly weather review. 112(6):1153-1159. Note 4. Arctic Environmental Information and 

Data Center, University of Alaska, Anchorage, AK. 

Johnson, N.L., and S. Katz. 1970. Continuous 
univariate distributions. Wiley. 300 pp. 
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This map serves as a spatial representation of 
Alaskan ground snowloads indicating the effects of 
mountain ranges, and interior and coastal zones. It 
should be used as a conceptual guide to the statewide 
picture. To evaluate ground snowloads for a site not 
included in this study, identify all neighboring sta
tions in the same region (see Table 1 ), select 
those at or near the same elevation, and take an 
average for the appropriate MRI. 
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Figure 1 
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A QUALITATIVE APPROACH TO MINIMIZING 

DIFFERENTIAL HEAVE 


by Damien F. Stella 

INTRODUCTION 

Because differential heaving may lead to roadway 
hazards and costly repairs, designers must determine if 
inexpensive and simple techniques exist for reducing this 
problem. By considering three specific examples, one 
can examine the effect of varying subgrade soils on road 
and utility construction; this allows a qualitative ap
proach to minimizing or eliminating differential heave. 

Frost heave occurs when certain fine-grained soils, 
during the freezing process, attract water to the gradual
ly deepening "freeze front" through wicking action. As 
the water freezes, it expands and increases the overall 
soil volume. Because it is confmed below and laterally, 
the soil can only heave upward. 

EXAMPLES 

Silty, frost susceptible soils in South Fairbanks range 
anywhere from four to twenty feet or more in depth and 
lay in and above a relatively high water table. Conse
quently, one would anticipate substantial ground heave 
in this area. 

The Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) and the City 
of Fairbanks Engineering Division recently let contracts 
for work in South Fairbanks. Seasonal differentials in 
the fmished surface elevations sparked an interest in the 
causes and effects of "differential heave". Because cor
rection of deficiencies after project completion is costly, 
engineers should consider such substandard options as 
minimizing excavation of poor soils, reducing the quan
tities of imported NFS material, or insulating the poor 
soils to slow frost penetration. Drainage and other, 
more costly standard alternatives exist, but one should 
first determine if the simpler methods will provide ade
quate and perhaps more desirable results. 

The projects reviewed here are the USACE's culvert 
drains on Peger Road and the City's Discount Truck 
Stop sewer service and Twenty-third Avenue Reconstruc
tion Project. Although the basic problem is a matter of 
materials, the results and effects vary. 

In 1983, the Corps of Engineers completed the con
struction of a drainage ditch south of Fairbanks. At the 
Peger Road crossing, their contractor installed several 
36" culvert pipes. Because the existing subgrade soil was 
highly frost susceptible silt, engineers directed the con
tractor to excavate eight feet below the pipe and replace 
the silty soil with NFS gravel1. They also bedded the 
pipe with gravel and though the existing road contained 
only two feet of NFS material, replaced the entire ex
cavated portion of the roadway with gravel. The contrac
tor paved the road that fall. 

During the spring of 1984, this one-hundred foot sec
tion of roadway subsided nearly 15 inches. The abrupt 
change in profile forced the 35 mph traffic to slow to 
less than 10 mph to safely negotiate the area2

. Initially, 
Corps engineers worried that the 36" culverts had col
lapsed or settled. These fears were quickly dispelled 
when the spring thaw revealed no conduit damage or 
deflection. Subsequent survey measurements revealed 
that the "subsided" roadway was actually stable; the sur
rounding ground and roadway had heaved up! The sec
tion evened out over the summer and the same sequence 
of events occurred during the winter and spring of 1985. 

As part of a sewer interceptor repair project in the 
fall of 1983, City engineers directed the installation of a 
new sewer service to the Discount Truck Stop. Because 
the work was performed during sub-freezing, snowy con
ditions, the project engineer directed the contractor to 
backfill the excavation with NFS material. The contrac
tor paved over the ditch flush with the surrounding as
phalt in early May 19843• Almost immediately, the busi
ness owner complained that the contractor had left a 
hump over the service ditch. At first, this hump was 
barely noticeable, but as summer progressed and the sur

DAM/EN F. STELLA received his B.S. in Civil Engineering from the University ofAlaska-Fairbanks in 1982, and is working 
toward his Master's degree. He has worked for the City of Fairbanks for the last six years as a Project Engineer on City street 
upgrade projects. 
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rounding silt thawed and settled, it grew to be a substan
tial bump. 

The fmal example is the mile long 23rd Avenue 
Reconstruction Project. This included replacing the ex
isting six-inch gravel road with a 2 1/2 foot paved section 
and installation of a subsurface storm drain system. A 
thousand foot section of the new road lies on a very 
thick layer of highly frost active silt. During construc
tion, the project engineer directed an additional 12 in
ches of unclassified excavation and backfill with NFS 
gravel. Time constraints, combined with a lengthy City 
Council approval process, precluded a more extensive ef
fort4. Further, water, sewer, and storm system mains 
and services lay throughout the area, compounding dif
ficulties in removing the silt. Each spring since project 
completion, this section of roadway has heaved several 
inches. Minimum gradients in the storm conduits (which 
freeze) and surface features result in substantial ponding 
"upstream" of the heaved area. Further, the heaving is 
so great that several feet of the concrete sidewalk 
vaulted the first year: the City replaced these sections at 
substantial cost. Finally, the subsurface drainage system 
has had no apparent affect as the magnitude of differen
tial heave has remained constant. This isolated belt of 
silty-clay extends into the water table and is therefore 
relatively unaffected by surface runoff. 

ANALYSIS 

Overexcavation in a limited area may result in hazard
ous grade changes. The 15 inch elevation difference at 
the Army Corps' drainage ditch on South Peger Road 
forced vehicles to greatly reduce speed This effect 
could have been minimized in two ways: 

1. Don't remove the poor soils. Reuse existing 
materials and replace the roadway to match the adjacent 
embankment, thereby allowing a more uniform heave. 

2. Overexcavate to thaw stable ground below the con
duit as was done. However, transition to the surface-
transverse to the excavation--at a shallow (4 to 1) 
gradienf. This way the elevation differential will extend 
over a great distance, thereby minimizing the hazard to 
traffic. 

Complete overexcavation and replacement with NFS 
material is expensive and often impractical. The 23rd 
Avenue heave rests atop a deep layer of highly frost sus
ceptible silt and carries several underground utilities. 
Political expedience and lack of readily available funds 
necessitated a minimum of subgrade replacement. 
While the engineer had hoped that drainage improve
ments would minimize the effect, there has been little 
noticeable change in the magnitude of the frost heave. 
Though also very expensive, placement of polystyrene in
sulation might be a more practical alternative to overex
cavation in similar cases. The insulation increases the ef
fective cover over the poor soils, thereby reducing frost 
penetration. 

Reuse of in situ material tends to minimize differen
tial heave. Placement of an isolated trench of NFS 
material will result in differential heave: a springtime 
dip, as on South Peger Road, or a later summertime 
bump, as at the Discount Truck Stop. The engineer's 
good judgment and the contractor's careful backfill and 
compaction may result in a safer, more aesthetic product. 
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PERFORMANCE OF FIBER OPTIC CABLE 

AT LOW TEMPERATURES 


by TD. Roberts 

INTRODUCTION 1. Siecor single fiber 506S, a cable with a thin protective 

Optical Fibers have revolutionized communications systems 
over the past decade. Optical Fibers are characterized by low 
loss, small dimensions, large information bandwidths, and rela
tive ease of installation. Major efforts are now underway to link 
countries and continents together with optical fibers to replace 
or complement more expensive and limited satellite systems1• 

Plans have been announced for an undersea optical cable to Alas
ka 

There are three categories of optical fibers: Multimode step
index, multimode graded index, and single mode fiber. Single 
mode technology has come into its own only in the past few 
years, and involves a very thin (.01 mm diameter) central fiber 
surrounded by cladding which is about 100 times greater in 
diameter. Despite the relative compactness and light weight of 
fiber optic cable, the usual problems of installation and opera
tion in the arctic occur. These problems include differential frost 
heaving ofburied cable resulting in mechanical failure, fragility 
due to extreme cold, and wind damage to suspended cable. In 
addition, other possible failure modes may be unique to optical 
fibers. Since the dimensions and complete absence of fracture 
faults are critical to assure correct cable operation, the question 
of cable survivability due to differential thermal contraction at 
extremely cold temperatures arises. 

It has been further proposed that fiber optic cable may be 
suitable for rapid deployment by the military and other agencies 
under arctic conditions for the pwpose of temporary com
munications support. Failure of the cable due to mechanical 
stresses under conditions of rapid deployment and thermal shock 
due to extremely low temperatures are important considerations 
in determining the feasibility of using fiber optics in polar en
vironments. This article describes the results of fiber optic 
transmission measurements made as a function of temperature 
and thermal shock. Test conditions are described, and ex
perimental results on four different types of unimodal optical 
fibers at a wavelength of 1300 nM are presented. 

TEST CONDITIONS 

Four types of single mode fiber optic cables were tested: 

coating of yellow plastic. 

2. Siecor dual fiber 105G, a two-strand cable with a larger 
protective black jacket. 

3. ATT optical fiber with a black flexible jacket, designed 
for low temperature operation. 

4. Siecor underwater cable 106H, a cable with four fibers 
enclosed in an armored jacket. 

Performance of each of the four cable types was monitored 
over a period of several months in an environmental chamber 
capable of achieving temperature limits of from -70°C to 
+200°C. In the single instance where a significant variation of 
attenuation with temperature was observed the cable was taken 
off the spool to insure that there was no possibility of perfor
mance degradation due to differential thermal contraction be
tween spool and cable. 

Standardized thermal shock conditions2 were followed for 
each of the 100 meter lengths of cable supplied by Unisys Corp. 
Originally, 1 KM lengths of the same cable were to have been 
tested, but the longer cables were deployed at Ft. Greely before 
testing could be accomplished. 

Equipment used for measuring attenuation was all of Hewlett
Packard manufacture: 

1. An HP 8154B 1300nm stable source supplied the coherent 
(laser) optical radiation. A short length of transition cable from 
diamond to FC connector and a barrel male FC to male FC adapt
er was used to couple the radiation to the cable under test. 

2. An HP 8152A average power meter and a 81521B optical 
head was used to monitor transmitted power as a function of 
temperature. 

The exact procedure followed is outlined in Department of 
Defense Specifications3• Briefly, the transmitted power was 
monitored continuously during the entire thermal shock cycle. 
A recorder monitored the output of the HP8152A power meter 

Dr. Thomas D. Roberts is a Professor ofElectrical Engineering at the University ofAlaska-Fairbanks where he has taught physics and 
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and provided a hard copy record. The ratio ofpower before and 
after cycling: 

R=P21Po 

was determined, where P2 is the power after cycling and Po 
is the initial power. 

In the original project, low temperature flexibility tests 4 were 
proposed, but subsequent budget cuts forced reduction of the 
scope of the program to qualitative observations concerning the 
feasibility of using each type of cable under rapid deployment 
conditions. 

Photographs of the experimental setup are shown in the 
Figures 1 and 2. 

FIGURE 1. HP power meter with 1300 nM optical head 
and Fluke digital thermometer. 

RESULTS 

In no case was there any significant permanent degradation 
in cable performance after cycling. The worst "R-ratio" en
countered was for cable #1. 

R(worst case #1) = 
744nW{l47nW =0.996 

The variation is within instrument variation over the period 
of cycling and was judged to be insignificant. 

Only cable #1 showed any significant increase in attenuation 
as the temperature was lowered. A chart record of the worst 

FIGURE 2. Cable #3 in environmental chamber. 

case where the cable was cycled rapidly from -65oC to +125oC 
is shown. The room temperature baseline is 744n W and the 
lowest received power is 531n W, a ratio of -1.46dB for the power 
transmitted at -65°C to the power transmitted at 25°C. 

Note that recovery is complete, and that the attenuation is re
versible as the chamber is cycled back to warm temperatures. 
Nevertheless, it is clear that cable# 1 would be unsuitable for use 
at cold temperatures. It is not obvious what the underlying cause 
of the temperature-dependent attenuation is. The fundamental 
HE11 propagation mode depends on cable dimensions, but it is 
unlikely that the diameter changes sufficiently to explain the ob
served large increase in attenuation. Other possible explanations 
include variation of the index of refraction with temperature, 
microscopic stresses due to differential contraction between 
jacket, cladding and inner cable, or localized dimension changes 
due to compression, but in the absence of further data, these are 
mere speculation. 

The mechanical properties of the cables tested was only con
sidered qualitatively because it was determined not to destroy 
the cable to allow for future use. Only cable #3 appears to be 
even remotely suitable for cold-weather deployment, since it is 
the only cable than retains any degree of flexibility at -40°C. 

This project was funded in part by a grant from Unisys Cor
poration. 
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I RADON CONCERNS IN ALASKA 
by R.D. Seifert 

I chose the title of this article very carefully because I 
am trying very hard not to be an alarmist. The reasons 
for this will become evident as I describe what radon is 
and how it affects the indoor environment in Alaska. 
Radon is a colorless, odorless gas which is a natural by
product of uranium decay in most soils. It can be found 
in especially high concentrations in soils and rocks con
taining uranium such as uranium mine tailings, granite, 
shales, phosphate or pitchblende. Radon can also be 
found in certain soils contaminated with industrial was
tes such as the by-products from uranium mining or 
phosphate mining. 

Normally, in outdoor air, radon is diluted to such a 
low concent~ation that it is nothing to worry about. It's 
the indoor, enclosed spaces that can accumulate radon 
which are of concern. Indoor levels depend both on the 
construction of the building and the concentration of 
radon in the underlying soil. Because I am the energy 
and building specialist with Cooperative Extension at the 
University of Alaska-Fairbanks, I have investigated the 
presence and movement of radon in Alaskan buildings. 

Back in mid-1986, I tried to encourage people to test 
for radon in buildings by participating in a national 
radon survey. This survey was organized through 
Rodale's New Shelter magazine. People were en
couraged to buy a test kit for approximately $12, expose 
it in their homes, and then send it to a laboratory for 
analysis. They would be informed of the radon level in 
their house. 

Broad awareness that radon could pose a health 
problem only developed recently. Actually, radon has 
been an indoor air quality issue for 20 or 30 years, and it 
has been affecting our lives for millennia. However, at
tention to radon emerged from studying energy efficient 
homes, and was first thought to be a problem because 
buildings were becoming more tight. Therefore, any pol
lutants which entered the indoor building environment 
probably remained longer, and possibly posed a greater 
risk to the occupants of the building. However, this has 
generally been debunked by a paper from the buildings 
group at the University of California-Berkeley. Headed 
by Doctor Nero, this group generally characterized the 
sources and environmental influences on radon 

transport, and found that really the most important fac
tor for determining radon concentration in buildings was 
the source of the emissions in the soil beneath the build
ing. 

This was also brought home by the striking and sensa
tional reporting of a radon problem by the U.S. press. 
The little community of Boyertown, Pennsylvania, be
came famous for its high radon concentrations when one 
of its citizens, who worked at the Limerick Nuclear 
Power Plant in Pennsylvania, suddenly came into work 
several days in a row with his badge exposed and hotter 
(in a radiation sense) than when he left the plant. This 
was of great concern to the radiation physicists working 
here, and they eventually determined that his house was 
extremely radon-rich: several thousand times the recom
mended limit for exposure. 

As a result of that incident and much attention to the 
problem of radon in the indoor environment, many sub
sequent events have occurred. The Environmental 
Protection Agency has issued a publication entitled 
Citizen's Guide to Radon, describing what radon is and 
what to do about it. They also published an additional 
pamphlet called Radon Reduction Methods, a 
homeowner's guide to what to do as a result of high 
radon levels in the home. (In the public interest, I might 
add that I have copies of these two publications in my of
fice. Most of the items I refer to in this article are avail
able for public perusal. They can be obtained by calling 
my office in Fairbanks, Alaska, (907) 474-7201.) 

The radon problem has become important enough in 
Pennsylvania that it is now law that when a property is 
sold through a real estate agent, that agent must have 
the owner sign a disclosure statement on radon. This 
disclosure statement poses the question, "Have you ever 
had the building tested for radon?" If you have, you 
must state when the test was done and what the results 
were. On the contrary side, if you have not tested, you 
must say so and sign a statement saying that you do not 
know what the radon level is in the home. Obviously, 
this is intended to discourage people from unloading 
radon "problem" houses onto unsuspecting purchasers in 
Pennsylvania. It is worth noting this particular bit of 
law, because I predict that in 5 years this necessity to dis-

Richard D. Seifert is the energy and building specialist with the Cooperative Extension SelVice at the University ofAlaska-Fair
banks. 
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close the radon levels in the home will be the law nation
wide, including Alaska. 

In Alaska, we have now had two simultaneous radon 
surveys proceeding for about eight months, since I first 
made public the radon tests from both Alaska and the 
National Radon Survey. Generally, the results have not 
been alarming. In most cases, the houses are below four 
picoCuries/liter, which is the recommended limit for 
long-term exposure given by the Environmental Protec
tion Agency. This is an acceptable level of radiation ex
posure, but it is often difficult to reduce levels below this 
amount. However, there have been several houses, 
notably in the Fairbanks area, where high levels 20-50 
picoCuries/liter) have been encountered over the winter 
period. There does not seem to be any pattern or pre
dictability to these yet, because there are only about 
three or four instances where high levels of radon have 
been detected. However, there have been enough instan
ces to cause me to conduct further research into the 
problem. 

My first research effort was to review the geology of 
the Fairbanks area. I wanted to fmd out whether, in 
fact, we have any suspect geologies that might increase 
radon levels in homes. Paul Metz of the University's 
mining and engineering department was my first contact. 
Metz is experienced in the bedrock geology of the Fair
banks area and, in fact, showed me research indicating 
that there was a very slight enrichment of uranium in the 
mineralized areas north of Fairbanks, in the Cleary se
quence and in the areas around Gilmore Dome. This is 
interesting but not conclusive in any way. However, 
there is enough uranium to provide a source of radon in 
the area. 

Taking this research further, I encountered an excel
lent paper by a professor from the University of North 
Carolina, Harry E. LeGrande. His paper is entitled, 
"Radon and Radium Emanations from Fractured Crystal
line Rocks - A Conceptual Hydrogeological Model." 
LeGrande discusses the movement, transport and 
generation of radon from soil to air and to buildings in a 
very lucid and detailed presentation. He gives the fol
lowing conditions which could lead to high radon con
centrations. 

1. Granite and associated rocks with normal or above
normal amounts of uranium. 

2. Normal interconnecting fracture patterns of 
weathered rock. 

3. A thin mantle of relatively impermeable clay soil. 

4. Repeated cycles of recharge of ~ fluctuating water 
table in the fracture zone or in the overlying weathered 
rock. 

5. Indentation of buildings into soil and rock 
materials. 

6. Building construction allowing relatively easy in
flow of air from the subsoil and rock. 

Just a casual assessment of the buildings and geology 
in the Fairbanks area easily identified five of these six 
factors. The only one we are not certain of is number 4. 
However, repeated cycles of recharge of a fluctuating 
water table in the fracture zone may not be an issue for 
that portion of the radon emanation of soils which is air
borne. 

LeGrande's paper also makes this point: there is a 
key factor in how deeply the soil is penetrated, and what 
elements of the soil and rock are penetrated by a base
ment which could lead to a radon problem. The factor 
that needs to be understood about underground air
borne radon is its mobilization from what is normally a 
mineral (uranium) to a gas. It is the gas phase of radon 
which makes it a problem. As soon as radon is formed 
in the decay of radium (which itself has decayed from 
uranium), it suddenly has the ability to become airborne. 
The amount of air entrapped in the pockets and zones 
of porous soil above bedrock is very critical to the 
amount of radon which becomes released in the air. 

We believe the following happens. There is a charac
teristic soil regime in the Fairbanks area which results 
from aeolian silt deposits. The silts are normally deep 
(60 feet) near the base of a hill. As one moves up the 
slope of the hill, the silts and topsoil get shallower and 
shallower until--at the top of the slope, near the crest of 
the hill--there is almost no soil at all, and fractured 
bedrock reaches the surface. This suggests that the con
struction of a basement on a hillside, where soil and frac
tured bedrock are intercepted in the excavation for the 
basement, may lead to a very high probability of radon 
penetration into a building. At least the availability of 
radon should be suspected at these sites. 

Postulation of how radon moves in the soil is an inter
esting issue. It may be seasonally affected by the addi
tional overlying layer of frozen soil which could make 
the permeability of the frozen layer very minimal, lead
ing one to hypothesize that great seasonal variations in 
the concentration of radon in basements at certain eleva
tions and under certain conditions could occur. 
Seasonal frost at the soil surface may enhance winter 
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transport of radon into buildings because the soil surface 
is impermeable, leaving basements as the easiest exit 
point of radon to the atmosphere. In fact, most of the 
known sites where high radon concentrations exist are, 
indeed, sites that have these characteristics. The homes 
have basements that intercept the soil bedrock, and 
penetrate the fractured bedrock area and the overlying 
soil, and they are near the crest of hills. So indications 
are that this hypothetical mechanism for the release of 
radon to buildings is, in fact, a good candidate for under
standing why some houses have radon and others nearby 
may not. 

Perhaps the most important thing we can say at this 
time about radon is that there are very easy and relative
ly inexpensive methods to prevent radon penetration 
into a newly constructed building. Because radon has to 
come in through leaks in the basement and pretty much 
through that mechanism alone, sealing the basement is 
the key to solving the problem. I have, through my 
work, developed a list of radon-proofing building techni
ques for new construction. 

1. If a concrete pad is to be used, as in a typical base
ment, then it is recommended that a subpad 
polyethylene vapor barrier be placed below the base
ment pad, sealed to all perforations of the pad with a 
watertight seal. Allow a tab around the perimeter of the 
pad to enable easy attachment to a wall vapor barrier. 
The tab around the perimeter of the pad should be at 
least 6 inches above the expansion joint at the base of 
the pad next to the concrete footing of the basement to 
allow for easy attachment to the wall vapor barrier. 

2. Use of Glas-Clad dense fiberglass below grade in
sulation around the walls of your basement can allow air 
movement and, therefore, radon escapement along the 
outside walls. Unfortunately, this product is not readily 
available in the Fairbanks area and, to my knowledge, is 
not available elsewhere in Alaska. It is available in 
Canada and is used quite frequently there. We need to 
bring it into our market. 

3. Use of a layer of below-pad gravel which is vented 
by a perforated pipe around the perimeter. This allows 
radon to escape from below the pad. The system could 
even be negatively pressurized by pumping it, if neces
sary, to remove radon from beneath the pad. This is not 
absolutely essential, but it is good building practice. 
Such a system provides a very good stop-gap method for 
areas where there is cause for concern about eventual 
radon problems. 

4. The supply of fresh air to the basement with an air
to-air heat recovery ventilation system is a normal re
quirement of a well-built home today, and it can also be 
used to provide the basement ventilation after sealing 
against radon. 

These recommendations, by the way, have been made 
an integral part of the new Alaskan Craftsman Home 
specifications, which the Cooperative Extension Service 
is also promoting at this time. 

So far I have talked a great deal about where radon 
comes from, what it does, what it is and how to prevent 
it from being a health problem. The only known health 
affect associated with exposure to elevated levels of 
radon is an increased risk of developing lung cancer. Of 
course, not everyone exposed to elevated levels of radon 
will develop lung cancer. The time between exposure 
and the onset of the disease may be many years. Accord
ing to the EPA publication, "A Citizen's Guide to 
Radon," scientists estimate that from about 5,000 to 
20,000 lung cancer deaths a year in the United States 
may be attributed to radon. The American Cancer 
Society, on the other hand, estimates that about 130,000 
people died of lung cancer in 1986, but about 85% of 
these lung cancer deaths relate to smoking. There is 
also some evidence of a synergistic effect of smoking and 
radon. Risk increases with the level of radon and the 
number of cigarettes smoked, but risk increases 
geometrically. Thus, the risk associated with both smok
ing and radon is more than twice the sum of the two 
separate risks. 

Radon risk estimates are based upon scientific studies 
of uranium miners exposed to varying levels of radon in 
their work underground. Consequently, scientists are 
considerably more certain of risk estimates for radon 
than they are of the risk estimates which rely solely on 
studies of animals. Despite some uncertainty in the risk 
estimates for radon, it is widely believed that increased 
exposure to radon increases the risk of developing lung 
cancer. As with many problems in health, air pollution 
and naturally occurring environmental factors, we never 
know enough about these problems early on to make ac
curate predictions of their effects on people. Because of 
this, I, along with several other associates at the Institute 
of Northern Engineering, University of Alaska-Fair
banks, have proposed research on radon, especially the 
transport mechanisms and sources of radon in the north
em environment. 

There have also been tests conducted by the Alaska 
Department of Transportation and Public Facilities to 
detect radon in public buildings. They have found that 
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an overwhelming majority of the public buildings had 
very low radon levels (less than 1 picoCurie/liter) in 50 
out of 56 buildings tested. However, it should be noted 
that most of the buildings they tested have very high 
levels of air exchange and ventilation. Therefore, such 
buildings would normally be expected to have diluted 
levels of radon. It is not the large, well-ventilated public 
buildings where most of the exposure will occur. It will 
be in home environments which are unsuspectingly built 
on sites where the potential exists for radon penetration. 

Much of the research that needs to be done still 
remains. I would encourage everyone who reads this ar
ticle to test their own home if they have reason to 
suspect their site. Let me give two danger signs of a 
potential radon problem in the home: 

1. A full basement that was not built with an exterior 
polyethylene vapor barrier under the pad. 

2. Basement excavation encountered weathered rock 
and/or bedrock under the existing basement. This is 
especially the case with homes built on hillsides at higher 
elevations in the Tanana Valley. 

As I indicated earlier, the jury is still out and we need 
to know more about this problem. Hopefully, research 
will soon examine radon transport in Alaska. I would 

suggest all readers who are interested in testing to con
tact me for a packet of information on radon safety and 
health, and for information on where to obtain test kits 
for radon. 

The following publications were used in this paper. 

Radon Reduction Methods, a Homeowner's Guide, 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Seattle, WA. 
Publication No. OPA-86-005. 1986. 

Citizen's Guide to Radon, U.S. Environmental Protec
tion Agency, Seattle, WA. Publication No. OPA-86-004. 
1986. 

LeGrande, Harry E. Radon and Radium Emanations 
from Fractured Crystalline Rocks - A Conceptual 
Hydrogeological Model Vol 25, No. 1, Groundwater, 
January-February 1987. pp. 59-69. 

Nero, A.V., Jr., R.G. Sextro, S.M. Doyle, B.A. Moed, 
W.W. Nazaroff, K.L. Revzan, and M.B. Schwer. 1985. 
Characterizing the sources, ranges and environmental in
fluences of radon 222 and its decay products. Science of 
the Environment, Elsevier Science Publishers, B.V. 
Amsterdam. 45:233-244. 
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PREPARATION FOR 

COLD REGIONS ENGINEERING WORK 


by Amos J. Alter 

The selection as Elbert F. Rice Lecturer is an honor bestowed upon an eminent engineer making significant accomplishments in the 
fzelds ofarctic and sub-arctic engineering. E.F. Rice, P E., was an outstanding member ofthe faculty ofthe University ofAlaska-Fair
banks, specializing in the practice ofengineering in the Arctic. His early work spawned a series ofarticles in this magazine and now col
lected as "Building in the North". The Lectureship is funded by the profession's contributions to the memorial established by the University 
ofAlaska Foundation. Amos "Joe" Alter was chosen to be the first recipient ofthis award. This paper was originally presented at the 
ASCE Cold Regions Engineering Conference in Anchorage, Alaska in February, 1986, as the first in a planned series ofannual awards 
and lectures in honor ofDr. Rice. 

INTRODUCTION 

Preparation for Cold Regions engineering work is urgently 
needed. Lackofawareness ofthe need is widespread both within 
the design community and the public it serves. 

A three-pronged emphasis is needed in advancing education
al effort to meet the need. Learning opportunities must be 
provided to enrich and enhance undergraduate offerings in basic 
science and engineering. Graduate and continuing education 
courses are needed to retrofit practitioners and to prepare in
dividuals for specialization in Cold Regions engineering. The 
public, clients to be served, must be stimulated to an awareness 
of the benefits and demands on systems and facilities fully meet
ing Cold Region needs. 

Elbert F. Rice Lecture; As a contemporary of Rice and 
long-time acquaintance as well as co-worker in many projects, 
designation as recipientofthe first award is a singular high honor 
and privilege. "Eb", as Rice was familiarly called, made basic 
and central contributions to northern lifestyle and accomplish
ment, attested by "King of the Arctic" Max Brewer1, Eb's wife 
Bonnie Rice, and the hundreds of conferees. 

Few En&ineers but Many Accomplishments: Spectacular 
and almost impossible tasks have been completed in cold 
regions. In no way should or will the vast accomplishments 
made in recent years be forgotten or discredited. Much has been 
done and done well. Early railroads, roads, bridges, dams, 
pipelines, buildings, power plants, sewers, communication net
works, well drilling, air fields, and a successful mining opera
tions are a few examples of work, some completed almost a 
century ago. These projects are few compared to future need. 
Comparatively few design professionals have been involved in 
them. 

Opportunities for Preparation must be Broadened; 
Preparation needs assume added significance with passing of 

those few individual leaders of the past, and growing hopes for 
cold region development Alaska's recent oil development un
ravelled so rapidly, the few trained persons could not meet en
gineering needs. A large part of the design capability of the 
nation was drawn to Alaska. In a few short years, Alaska 
registrations for architects, engineers and land surveyors has 
soared from a few hundred to several thousand. The Alaska 
Board of Registration found it necessary to add certain cold 
region engineering requirements to the usual requirements for 
registration2

. 

The only alternative to increasing both course content and of
ferings for would-be cold regions design professionals is 
deterioration in the quality of work performed. North American 
colleges and universities have entered into preparation for cold 
regions work rather recently. 

In this, the first Elbert F. Rice Lecture, it is fitting to examine 
some emphases repeated often. It is also appropriate to apply his 
parameters to current and future cold regions engineering work 
and proposals. · 

FORMAL PREPARATION WORK 

Rice was in the forefront of formal preparation efforts. A 
modest beginning in 1%0, the University of Alaska's Master's 
Degree program was the first such program. Subsequent to his 
arrival in Fairbanks a few years before, Rice learned a lot about 
cold regions work from personal experience and observation. 
He was infatuated with the northern lifestyle and soon became 
the "Will Rogers of the North" in his discussions with friends 
and in the classroom. 

The Era of Research and lnQ.Uiry: The years 1950-1960 
saw a huge increase in demand for cold region engineering 
"know-how" in Alaska. Alaska was in the throes of staging al
most a billion dollar public works program, in terms of today's 
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dollars, to provide water systems, health facilities, schools, 
sewers, and other community facilities. Cold regions efforts of 
World War II were being studied and evaluated. Projects were 
underway to build a huge top-of-the-world communications net
work. The Alaska road system and the Alaska Railroad were 
also being rehabilitated. The promise of a rich harvest of oil 
resources loomed on the horizon. The occasional curiosity of 
dealing with cold regions problems for a few became daily fare 
rather than curiosity. 

In the absence of northern know-how, the so-called era of re
search and inquiry arose. The American Association for the Ad
vancement of Science became a viable organization in Alaska. 
The U.S. Congress funded an Arctic Health Research Center, in
creased geophysical research, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
work, increased work by the Geological Survey and Naval 
Research, and broadened agricultural research, as well as other 
related efforts. 

Efforts to learn more about life in the north and to find ways 
to improve it grew until the 1970s when the effort was almost al
lowed to die. Programs dwindled; facilities were decommis
sioned and abandoned or used for other purposes. The flame 
went out About the only awareness of cold regions needs for 
engineering know-how remained in the minds of a few people. 
Among them were Rice and his associates at the University of 
Alaska. Feeble efforts on the parts of the National Academy of 
Science, the American Society of Civil Engineers and the 
military establishment to continue to foster understanding and 
preparation for cold regions engineering work almost ceased. 
Then came the oil boom of the seventies. 

Experience Counts: The few surviving advocates of 
preparation and innovation in cold regions engineering work 
redoubled their efforts to salvage and save as much as possible 
of what had been gained. Innovative goodies such as the ther
mal pile, ice island and other work and insulating pads, use of 
ice and snow as structural materials, use of the freezing process 
to advantage, and living with cold weather rather than fighting 
it, were bits ofknowledge too good to throw away and then later 
be relearned. Preserved by a few, this surviving nucleus of en
gineering know-how served as the foundation for the successes 
in the oil boom days of the seventies. 

A decade later we may say with certainty that Rice, his as
sociates and his students were major contributors to making it 
possible to achieve most ofour current innovative northern suc
cesses. They were able to convert theory into working reality. 
Heat flow information became a basis for design; freezing and 
thawing processes became working assets to provide for 
transportation, stabilization of materials, building ice islands, 
purification of water, and liquid/vapor phases of fluids became 
more than a curiosity. They were put to work in meeting en
vironmental needs. 

Parameters: What were some of the parameters Rice ap
plied and emphasized in his cold regions engineering work?3 Al
though they are expressed here in mostly my words, you will 
recognize them. They are so simple, yet so far-reaching and cer
tainly timeless. They may be applied to current or past concepts 
and projects and they are equally applicable to proposals for the 
future. 

He asked leading questions or proposed stimulating thoughts: 
Is it common sense? Is there a better way? Keep it simple. And 
now let us explore. What could go wrong, or Murphy's Law 
strikes again. Do you need all of those windows? Are there ade
quate redundancies? How many panes of glass or how much in
sulation do you need? Where do you put the vapor barrier? Or 
is it necessary? Is the facility designed to serve as a radiator? 
Can the persons who use it afford it? What happens in case of 
fire? Can you take advantage of cold and freezing processes? 
Why not use local materials and forces at hand? Do shapes mat
ter? Beware of the fancy solution. Can psychology destroy 
projects of buildings? In Rice's own words~: 

"My aim is to provide a basis for the exercise of common 
sense into design for the north - and common sense, as we all 
know, becomes common and sensible only to those who take the 
trouble to understand the basics: what makes some things work 
and why, when all else seems to fail." 

As old as these questions and comments appear, they are as 
new as recent news headlines: what caused the recent 
catastrophe in our space program? 

PRACTICE CONTINUES 

How successful are we in dealing with cold regions engineer
ing problems? There may be different answers to the question, 
depending upon who is answering and the respondent's extent 
of awareness of potential problems. How do you know what it 
is you don't know? New knowledge grows in almost all fields 
and cold regions engineering is no exception. It is a major dif
ficulty for potential knowledge users to know what it is they 
don't know, but the common sense parameter can be applied. 

"North to the Future", the Alaska Purchase Centennial theme, 
proved to be prophetic. During the last two decades, northern 
design and construction have been highlighted. Many design 
professionals and builders have been attracted by and engaged 
in northern development. Multi-billion dollar efforts to expand 
energy supplies and related development of transportation and 
community facilities in the north have constituted significant 
portions of the nation's capabilities to engage in capital projects. 
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Eyes have turned north. The crunch has been on. Projects 
were expected to be finished in record time. No time was 
provided for extended research. The few simple cold regions en
gineering innovations available were sometimes applied, and not 
used in other situations. Cold regions engineering problems 
were not anticipated or were ignored in some cases. In other 
situations, temperate climate methodology and hardware were 
utilized and made to work with a sizable addition of patches such 
as large amounts of energy or dollars. Outstanding innovative 
concepts were the rule in other projects: concepts which either 
used low temperatures to an advantage or treated them passive
ly were used in the latter. 

Even though we have accomplished much, all is not well. 
Some projects have been rebuilt. Some facilities were used 
briefly and turned off or closed because the owner did not have 
sufficient operating funds. 

Great care must be taken in asking questions such as, "Is it 
reasonable?" or "Is it common sense?" The questions must re
late to a solution to a problem and not to the problem after it has 
been identified and defmed. Appropriateness of a given solution 
to a problem is far different than the problem in itself. There 
may be only one problem but several alternatives in providing 
the answer. Recent published articles both in technical journals 
and in the news media indicate a lack of distinction. 

An Eo~ineerini NeWS Rr&ord article5 of January 5, 1984, 
bore the following headline: "Arctic Town Gets Royal Flush". 
The article goes ahead to say, "This system will push the north
ern-most city in the U.S. into the Twentieth Century--but at an 
incredible costn The article further states: 

"The cost of the project, designed to serve 5200 permanent 
residents, skyrocketed to $349 million ... The only design 
parameters given were to provide flush toilets and circulating 
potable water through an undecground system ... We are doing 
now what it has taken the nation 200 years to accomplish. We 
are not spending money frivolously." 

The article quotes from the mayor of the Arctic community, 
yet goes on to say, "Projected oil revenues are the collateral be
hind the Borough's $1 billion bonded indebtedness, a sum equal 
to all the rest of Alaska's borrowings. n 

It is easy to see behind the headlines and the article. The 
writer is asking the question "Is it common sense?" Yet the 
mayor immediately became defensive per the quotes attributed 
to him. The real question appears to be lost in the entire episode. 
It might have been "How can we have adequate water supply and 
waste disposal services available to each property in the city at 
reasonable cost?" The answer might have given several alterna
tives within normal engineering constraints of efficient use of 

resources and materials and providing services which are accept
able and feasible economically. 

Maybe the above cited case meets the test, "Is it reasonable?" 
What do you think? 

Current or pqtentjal IpOuences: The civil engineer as he 
applies expertise to provide facilities and systems for transpor
tation, workplace, home, recreation, energy, food, water, waste 
disposal, and the general health and welfare ofa public at home, 
at work or at play, touches upon the lives of almost everyone in 
the community. 

Are we really aware of the burden placed upon us in dealing. 
with the implications of low temperature effects on our works? 
Does what we are doing really meet the test, "Is it common 
sense?" 

Are our clients, the owners, the business community, aware 
of the full significance of low temperature effectg on engineer
ing facilities and systems? 

To what extent are the clients, owners and the business com
munity willing to allow the consultant to do developmental, in
novative, truly conceptual work--to determine if there is a better 
way? Often the consultant is employed in the role ofa technician 
or even lackey to do the paperwork to get a job done. The con
sultant is not allowed to fmd alternative solutions and to select 
the most promising concept. He may be told to build a pipeline 
from here to there. If the client, owner or businessman happens 
to have no more than a temperate climate frame of reference, it 
is doubtful if the resultant project can be more than a temperate 
climate adaptation for Arctic use, regardless of how appropriate 
or inappropriate a pipeline may be. 

Political constraints may also have an effect upon how ap
propriate a project may be for the site on which it is located. 
They may override everything else and fail the common sense 
test or deny any opportunity to determine better ways. 

Some of the greatest challenges the future holds for engineers 
lie in cold regions. In Alaska alone, huge potential sources of 
power await harnessing; almost all of the raw materials neces
sary for basic industry are potentially available and numerous 
other resources, both renewable and non-renewable, await in
formed utilization. A unique cold weather environment, often 
simulated at other places as considerable expense, exists there 
naturally. Forty percent of the fresh water resources of the na
tion are in Alaska. The cold environment and the cold water 
present resources of potentially great value onsite. Although in 
the past, and even yet, a possibly wasteful and exploitive attitude 
exists in dealing with the resources. Extractive interests have 
prevailed. the materials are extracted and shipped out of the cold 
regions for processing, even in the face ofknown advantages to 
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onsite processing. It is possible there are more advantages to be 
gained in exploring phenomena on the minus side of the freez
ing pint rather than just on the plus side. 

Ultimately, is it common sense to extract cold region minerals 
and other resources in order to ship them to some far away 
megalopolis already faced with pollution, population, transpor
tation, crime and other problems? Particularly when it appears 
there is a better way to deal with many of those problems in cold 
regions, is it reasonable? Proposals have been made to divert 
Arctic flowing rivers to temperate climates along with raw 
materials to be processed. Presumably this would serve the 
needs of water-thirsty temperate climate areas. These proposals 
are made with the knowledge that water is most effective cold 
than when warmed in a temperate climate environment Steam 
processes can be more efficient under Arctic conditions. 

CONCLUSIONS 

There is little reason to believe the principles involved in cold 
regions engineering differ from those applicable to temperate 
climate engineering. Successful application of these principles 
can be vastly different. Cold regions engineering "know-how" 
is useful wherever freezing conditions may place stress on en
gineering works. It importance increases as the intensity and 
duration of below freezing temperatures increase. It may even 
become critical under severe conditions. Initially, temperature 
is the variant, but temperature effects are all-pervasive. Low 
prevailing temperature results in a changed exhibition of most 
biological, chemical and physical phenomena. 

Successful cold regions engineering conceptualization and 
innovation (creativity) in performing tasks demands a frame of 
reference or experience capable of recognizing and assessing 
significance and instituting a proper blend ofall influencing fac
tors. 

The engineer in pursuit of a learned vocation in a spirit ofser
vice to society deals with a broad spectrum of resources and 
people. Different specialists, each in his or her own right and 
field of expertise, compose an engineering team. Many fields of 
knowledge must be represented in complex projects. A variety 
of physical, chemical, biological, economic and social materials 
and forces must be blended together. The resultant blend should 
be a completed project which is needed, wanted, affordable, 
functional and of ultimate benefit. 

Few leaders have the ability and inspiration to conceive, 
design, construct and operate successful engineering works, and 
those with cold regions "know-how" are even fewer. 

The level of understanding of the significance ofcold regions 
engineering must be enhanced. Quality of performance must not 
be allowed to drop. A three-pronged approach directed to the 
engineer, the university and adjunct educational facilities, and 
the client must be mounted to create proper awareness. Perhaps 
the educational community has the greatest role to play in the 
mammoth task ahead. 

Several offerings of cold regions engineering subjects have 
been made available since the frrst in 1960. North American col
leges and universities are to be congratulated for their efforts. 
Education offers the greatest promise for developing a cold 
regions "frame of reference" for those who would engage in con
ceptualization of cold regions works and systems. In view of the 
rapidly growing need for expansion into cold regions, present ef
fort is not enough. Education must step-up the effort Of 253 
schools polled by questionnaire in a recent survel, only fifty 
schools reported offerings in cold regions work and only a few 
of those fifty showed more than isolated subjects. Cold regions 
curricula and plans of study must be developed to meet needs. 

Why not address the full significance cold weather imposes 
on engineering design, construction and operation of engineer
ing works? Probably the time has arrived to, intentionally rather 
than incidentally, include full treatment of cold region engineer
ing concerns in undergraduate, graduate, post-graduate and con
tinuing education programs for engineers. 

Both basic and applied research must be supported, promoted 
and conducted. Each cold region facility with proper planning 
and monitoring could be utilized in a massive applied research 
effort without materially increasing project cost if there were a 
plan and method for making it possible. 

Cold region engineering laboratories and programs now in 
use should be utilized as a training ground for staff enrichment. 
Teaching staff must have sound experience and by utilizing ex
isting construction efforts and laboratory facilities, a start could 
be made in reaching ultimate goals. 

Ultimate goals may seem unachievable, but why not try for 
them? Instead of 50 schools, why not all schools participating 
in the effort? Instead of 4,000 ASCE members of the 100,000 
member society participating in the cold regions technical coun
cil, why not all who deal with works subject to freezing tempera
tures? Why don't all engineering registration boards who 
determine competence for work where freezing conditions may 
occur require that such competence be established prior to 
registration? Why not begin reviewing engineering possibilities 
on a global, even outer space basis, rather than within the nar
row limits of temperate climate? 

William Cottingham 7, former professor and head of civil en
gineering at Purdue University, calls upon schools in selecting 
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engineering students to add motivation and creativeness to 
present criteria. The Polar Research Board recommends, 
"Educational opportunities and incentives should be provided to 
encourage careers and provide the manpower needed for Arctic 
work." Preparation is paramount and, in the words ofRice8, "A 
<lesi~er with common sense bouibt it by experience. Ex
perience js what you Jet wben you profit from mjstaJres. Mis
takes are what you make when you haven't enouflh common 
sense." 
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A FAREWELL REMINISCENCE 


On May 8, 1987, the School ofEngineering held a retirement "bash" for four ofthis school's finest teachers. The following weekend, 
they were officially recognized by their peers and the University by award ofEmeritus status. Collectively they have given over one 
hundred years oftheir lives to the State ofAlaska, the students, and to the engineering profession. The four are: 

Professor John Hilpert, Engineering & Science Management; 

Professor William Mendenhall, P .E., Civil Engineering; 

Professor Bob Merritt, P.E., Electrical Engineering; and 

Professor Thomas Roberts, P .E., Electrical Engineering, Director ofthe Institute ofNorthern Engineering, and Associate Dean. 


There were many in attendance; many more who sent regrets and best wishes. We all thank them for their unselfish, freely given 
friendship. We feel that the following remarks by Chancellor Emeritus Howard Cutler express our feelings better than we can present 
them. Thank you, Chancellor, and thank you, John, Bill, Bob and Tom. You will be missed. 

Vince Haneman, PE., Dean 

CUTLER'S COMMENTS 

This is a most auspicious occasion. We are here to pay honor 
to four distinguished professors, each of whom has played a 
major role in the educational program of his departmental 
specialty during the last generation. Together with the deans, 
who honor them by their presence tonight, they have been the 
backbone of the School ofEngineering. Each honoree has given 
the principal years of his professional career to the U of A en
gineering program. I say U of A, for it has been such a short time 
in these gentlemen's careers that any distinction was made be
tween U of A, UAF and UAA. 

I say auspicious, because I think it remarkable that such an 
occasion should occur at the end of a generation that has been 
distinguished by its lack of attention to and appreciation of his
tory. Alaska has perhaps been a notable exception to this ab
sence of historical interest, but the history department 
enrollments confrrm that our students were no exception. I have 
known of occasions on this campus when faculty members have 
refused to appear at an event that proposed to honor them. But 
in a sense, we are honoring the School ofEngineering which has 
sponsored and been embellished by the contributions ofProfes
sors Hilpert, Merritt, Mendenhall and Roberts. 

At one time, John Hilpert and Hess Hall were almost 
synonomous. As in most instances, John brought dignity and 
class to the situation. He was in charge and with his skill, he held 
his charges tightly with an open hand. He set the standard to be 
reached by the other dormitories on campus. I never worried 
about the standards in the dorm or in the classroom when set by 
John. I may have raised an eyebrow about some admissions 
standards, but never about classroom or graduation standards. 

If you have never been the recipient of a Hilpert memoran
dum of indignation, consider yourself fortunate. Pointed, sharp, 
incisive -- with impeccable logic he strikes. You parry and thrust 
and shout "Touche'!'', and his next line, in essence, says "Just 
wiggle your head." This goes on for three pages. Having pick
ed my head up for the sixth time, I answer the phone. It's Dean 
Sargent "Just read Hilpert's memo. I'll be right over." 

How fortunate I was to be guided by colleagues like Hilpert 
and Sargent. How unfortunate the administrator who doesn't 
have such teachers and friends. You know, Dean Behlke, you 
could write with the same directness as John, only you annihi
lated a fellow justoncepermemo, while John saved his ammuni
tion up and demolished the recipient six times at a reading. r 
wonder ifyou, Chuck, might have learned from Hilpert and Sar
gent, too. 

I knew Bob Merritt needed to go to Stanford for his own 
professional development, but how could we possibly spare 
him? Our enrollment in EE was low, so not many would miss 
him. But that was part of the problem. He was versatile and 
broad-based. He could teach several elementary and advanced 
courses. He communicated well with the students we had. 
Where could we possibly find a replacement? But what about 5 
years from now? What about Bob's career? This was what I an
guished over as Academic Vice President. 

Ten years later, when I was Chancellor, Bob served me direct
ly as a communications advisor. Every request for an antenna 
on top of a building on campus was sent to Bob. You can thank 
his intelligence and knowledge, and my stubborn and 
bullheadedness, for the fact that every building on campus is not 
adorned by antennae in various degrees of disrepair. What 
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people can think up to occupy the tops of campus buildings ex
ceeds my imagination. Present thanks goes to Chancellor 
O'Rourke for continuing such vigilance. 

Bob, I hope you have a deep sense of satisfaction over the 
growth you have witnessed and fostered over the years in EE, 
which in no small part is due to your contribution. 

Bill Mendenhall has probably enjoyed one of the largest stu
dent enrollments in his classes of any teacher in the University. 
Year after year, students acclaimed him as an outstanding 
teacher. Many a faculty member has wished for the number of 
students Bill drew. Bill, you have every reason to feel proud of 
the contribution you have made to the lives of individual students 
and the program of the School. The seriousness with which you 
undertook an assignment, the thoroughness with which you 
prepared, the devotion you had to the subject and the student are 
reflected in the accolades you have received. I shall miss you as 
the harbinger of spring with your surveying class measuring once 
more around the comer stone and Wood's Hole. 

Responsibilities required me to review officially the person
nel file of Tom Roberts the most recent of the honorees. It was 
difficult for me to judge in which area of research, teaching or 
administtation he had made his greatest contribution. It is not 

necessary that I do so, but the exercise does make the point of 
the breadth and quality of his work. Tom, most recently you did 
for the research program in the School what others have though 
could be done, should be done, but nobody had done it. This is 
not to deprecate any previous tries, but to acknowledge the par
ticular success of yours. Your leadership will be missed. 

Style in the delight of living makes learning more than a 
chore. We have had four superb actors on this stage before our 
lives. They have brought more than teaching, research and 
public service-- they have brought their individual styles, which 
cannot be replicated. They will be missed. 

This opportunity for us to pay due tribute to the contributions 
of a quartet of outstanding faculty members has been possible 
because Dean Haneman is not only proud of the School's facul
ty, but he also has a sense of history. 

Howard Cutler 
Chancellor Emeritus 
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I FORMER DEAN WRITING UAF ENGINEERING HISTORY 


Engineering education history is being recorded at 
the University of Alaska-Fairbanks. Charles Sargent, 
dean emeritus of engineering, is currently researching 
and writing a complete history of engineering education 
at the nation's northernmost land grant university. 

Engineering has a long tradition at the university. In 
the first catalog issued by the Alaska Agricultural Col
lege and School of Mines, UAFs ancestor, civil engineer
ing was offered. At the time, the school had only six stu
dents being taught by six faculty members. Civil en
gineering had its first graduate in 1931. 

Since then, more than 800 have earned their bac
calaureate degree in civi~ electrical or mechanical en
gineering from the university. In his history, Sargent 
plans to list everyone who has earned a degree and all 
the faculty members who have taught in the school. He 
will include a brief professional biography of each facul
ty member where it's possible. 

''I'm still in the research stages," Sargent said. 
"There's a lot of ground to cover between 1922 and 1987. 
Right now, I'm looking through the catalogs. It's surpris
ing how much information there is in them." 

He is also searching through other university records 
and talking to engineering graduates. He is also inter
ested in fmding historic photographs of the school's en
gineering tradition. 

"This project is long overdue," said Dr. Vincent 
Haneman, dean of the School of Engineering. ''For
tunately, we have one of the best people to do it. Dean 
Sargent knew and worked with many of the early 
graduates and faculty members, and since he's kept in 
close touch with us, he knows today's School of En
gineering and its people." 

Compilation of the history was started earlier this 
year. Sargent expects to have much of the work fmished 
by late fall. Assisting him with the typing, editing and or
ganization is Stephanie Faussett of the office of the dean. 

Sargent joined the university faculty in 1953. Eight 
years later he was named dean of the College of Mathe
matics, Physical Sciences and Engineering. During his 
tenure as dean of the college, the mechanical engineer
ing program was established. 

While a member of the university faculty he chaired 
the presidential search committee which selected Dr. 
William R. Wood as president of the University of Alas
ka. 

He left the dean's office in 1967 to head the univer
sity's physical plant. 

He is a graduate of the University of Idaho and 
earned his master's degree from Stanford University. 
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POTPOURRI 


• MEETINGS 

The Second International Symposium on Rockbursts and 
Seismicity in Mines will be held June 8-10, 1988 at the Univer
sity of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN. This symposium will ex
plore international developments in the understanding of 
rockbursts and mine-induced seismicity. This symposium is a 
follow-up to the first International Symnposium held in Johan
nesburg in September 1982. For more information contact 
Professor Charles Fairhurst, Chairman, Second International 
Rockburst Symposium, Department of Civil and Mineral En
gineering, University of Minnesota, 500 Pillsbury Drive SE, 
Minneapolis, MN 55455-0220. 

29th U.S. Symposium on Rock Mechanics: Key Questions in 
Rock Mechanics, June 13-16, 1988, at the University of Min
nesota, Minneapolis, MN. The objective of this symposium is 
to review progress that has been made in answering questions 
that have been with us for many years (such as the question of 
"size effect"). Presentations and discussions will address 
whether those questions are still relevant and attempt to enun
ciate which are the important questions for future research. A 
call is being made for technical papers and poster presentations 
on all aspects of rock mechanics, but authors are asked to em
phasize the questions they are asking, to evaluate their success 
in answering them, and to pose relevant questions for future re
search. Deadline for submission of papers is September 15, 
1987. For information contact Jan Becker, Pro gram Associate, 
Department of Professional Development, university of Min
nesota, 315 Pillsbury Drive SE, Minneapolis, MN 55455. (612) 
626-1358. 

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers is again the 
primary sponsor of the Energy-sources Technology Con
ference and Exhibition in New Orleans, LA from January 10
14, 1988. This will be an International Conference and 
Exhibition featuring ten symposiums covering engineering and 
management topics for traditional and alternate sources of ener
gy. The symposiums are: Drilling & Production; Geothermal 
Energy; Hydrocarbon Processing; Internal Combustion Engines 
(Industrial & Automotive); ManagementofEnergyTechnology; 
Ocean Engineering; Offshore & Arctic Operations; Pipeline En
gineering; Technical Economics, Synfuels & Coal Energy; and 
Wind Energy. For further information contactETCE, P. 0. Box 
59489, Dallas, TX 75229. 

The Nineteenth Annual Pittsburgh Conference on Model
ing and Simulation will be held May 5-6, 1988. Emphasis will 
be microprocessors, personal computer applications and 
software, artificial intelligence, expert systems, robotics and all 
aspects of control theory and applications, as well as social, 
economic, geography, regional science and global modeling and 
simulation. Special sessions are planned on microprocessors in 
education. Papers should be submitted by January 31, 1988. For 
further information, contact William G. Vogt or Martin H. 
Mickle, Modeling and Simulation Conference, 348 Benedum.En
gineering Hall, University ofPittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA 15261. 

• PUBLICATIONS 

The proceedings of the ftrst "Polartech" conference, Polartech 
'86 held in Helsinki, Finland during October 1986 are now avail
able. Representatives from major scientific institutions in Fin
land, Norway, Sweden and Denmark organized the 
research-oriented conference to showcase Nordic technology re
lated to the arctic and sub-arctic regions. Technical subjects im
portant for business opportunities related to heavy construction 
-particularly those associated with petroleum development off
shore - were the focus of the conference. The Proceedings are 
organized into three volumes, totaling 1500 pages. Request 
Report #PT-86; a complete set is $140.00. For more informa
tion, contact the distributor,/nfoPa/1, 105,4116 -64AvenueSE, 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada 12C 2B3 (403) 236-2344. 

The 1986 Cold Climate Utilities Manual is now available from 
the Canadian Society for Civil Engineering. For more informa
tion, contact them at 700 - 2050 Mansfzeld Street, Montreal, 
Quebec, Canada H3A 1Z2 or call (514) 842-5653. 

GOOD NEWS! The NSPE Professional En&ineer Income 
apd Salary Survey 1986 is out and engineers' median annual 
income rose from $47,200 to $49,400 from January 1986-1987. 
The NSPE survey is based on a questionnaire mailed to 61,620 
non-student, actively employed NSPE members. Results are 
based on 14,021 usable returns. The full report includes cross 
tabulations of the basic variables, such as income by years ofex
perience and job function and findings are reported according to 
branch of engineering, job function, industry of employer, 
geographical region and metropolitan area. Copies of the sur
vey are available from theNSPE Orders Desk, 1420 King Street, 
Alexandria, VA 22314-2715 for $35 to NSPE members and $75 
to non-members. 
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